Increases in endotracheal tube resistance are unpredictable relative to duration of intubation.
Accumulated secretions after intubation can affect the resistance of an endotracheal tube (ETT). Our objective was to measure extubated patient tubes and size-matched controls to evaluate differences in resistance. New ETTs, with internal diameters of 7.0 through 8.5 mm, were tested as controls to establish the resistance of each size group as measured by pressure drop. Measurements were obtained using a mass flowmeter and pressure transducer. Pressure drop was measured at three flow rates. Seventy-one patient ETTs were evaluated after extubation by an identical method and compared with controls. In each control group, pressure drop was tightly clustered with low variation and no overlap between sizes. A total of 73 to 79% of the patient ETTs had a pressure drop of > 3 SDs of size-matched controls at all flow rates. Pressure drop in 48 to 56% (across three flow rates) of extubated tubes was equivalent to the next smaller size of controls. At 60 and 90 L/min, 10% and 15% of patient tubes, respectively, had the pressure drop of a control tube three sizes smaller. The pressure drop was unpredictable relative to the duration of intubation. Organized secretions can significantly increase resistance as measured by the pressure drop of ETTs. The degree of change was highly variable, occurs in all sizes, and was unrelated to the duration of intubation. The performance of an ETT may be comparable to new tubes one to four sizes smaller. This may impact the tolerance of ventilator weaning.